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Resume

Le public salt que les reacteurs nucleates peuvent etre imenes 3 forictiohner,Vest
pourquoi ce rapport ne traite que brievement de la physique du coeur et des reseaux des
reacteurs avant de passer en revue les principcs physiques du controle des reacteurs qui
semble actuellement inquiiter le public. Tons d'abord, le role des neutrons retardes dans
le ralentissement de ia divergence exponenticnnelle d'un reacteur surcritique est traite
dans les grandes lignes. Ensuite, la base physique des divers composants du coefficient dc
puissance est expliquee ainsi que les methodes d'ajustemertt de ce coefficient vers la
valeui souhaitee. Finalement, les effets de reactivite a plus Wng lerme sont commentes en
soullgnant les divers effits du "poison" Xe-135 sur la conception et le fonctionnement
des reacteurs.
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ABSTRACT

The public is aware that nuclear reactors can be made to operate, so this paper treats
reactor lattice and core physics as briefly as possible before proceeding to the physical
principles of reactor control which currently seems of more public concern. First the role
of delayed fission neutrons in slowing dawn the exponential divergence of a super-critical
reactor is outlined. Next the physical basis of the various components of the power
coefficient of reactivity is explained together with the methods of adjusting this
coefficient toward the desired value. Finally, longer-term reactivity effects are discussed
with emphasis on the several effects of Xe-135 "poison" on reactor design and operation, (n M t h )
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SOME BASIC PHYSICS ASPECTS OF THE CANADIAN
NUCLEAR POWER PROGRAM

by

C.H. Millar

This paper is a successot in olhcr more geneial presentations on roacti•• s thai luvi- hefn made a! previous

CAP congresses, bui approaches the subject from a new angle (hat. l iopetulK. t akes H I M acto. jni ihe

physics interests of a CAP audience.

REACTOR BUILDING

FUEL RODS REACTOR

Figure 1 - CANDU-PHW* Reactor

First I will remind you that the Canadian nuclear power program is based on the CANDU-PHW reactor
shown schematically in Figure 1. It is a heavy-water moderated reactor fuelled with natural uranium. The
primary coolant is also heavy water which flows at high pressure through a lattice of pressure tubes that
traverse the moderator tank. The fuel, in the form of short bundles of UO2 pencils clad in a zirconium
alloy, is contained within these pressure tubes which are accessible from the ends of the reactor to allow
on-power refuelling. The hot coolant goes to a steam generator where ordinary water is convened to steam
to run the turbo-generator.

*Canada Deuterium Uranium — Pressurized Heavy
Water.



There is no longer any question in the layman's mind thai nuclear engineers know how to make a reaclor
that will go critical: ihe main concern seems to be whether it can be maintained safely in the critical
condition and shut down when required. I shall thus boil all the basic reaclor physics down to & single
four-factor formula, shown below, that describes a point thermal reactor with a single neutron energy
group.

k = n e p f

(1 = 1.35* t.Q3x.9x.8t

k a multiplication factor

r) = number of neutrons produced per
neutron absorbed in fuel

e = neutron increase due to fast fission

p = fraction of neutrons that escape
capture during slowing down

/ = fraction of thermal neutrons
absorbed in fuel

Here ilk", the "multiplication factor"*, is the number of neutrons present in the second generation
resulting from each neutron of the preceding generation, "j?" is the number of neutrons produced for each
neutron absorbed in the fuel, " e " is a factor slightly greater than 1 that accounts for the extra fission
neutrons produced by fast neutrons before they stavt to slow down, "p" is the probability that the
neutrons will escape capture either in non-fissUe .U-238 or in other structural material before they are
slowed down to thermal energies, "f" is the fraction of neutrons reaching thermal energies that is captured
in the fuel and is not captured in other reactor components or does not leak out the sides. If k is less than 1,
the reactor is not critical and the chain reaction dies out. If k h greater than 1 the reactor power increases
exponentially according to the following equation.

<k-'.)t

P = p0 e r r r
P = P o w e r '• • •' "' ; ," ' • ; • • ' " : ; . , ? • . ' • ".

(k-1) = Excess reactivity
( = i<T3s. inCAND!-1

8 = Neutron lifetime ( = 10"4s. in PWR **
( = 0.3 xlQ-*s, in FAST REACTOR

t = Time

For operation at a steady power, k is maintained at exactly 1 by some sort of servo-control mechanism.

As shown, neutron lifetime in CANDU reactors is about a milli-second, and in the American light-water
reactors, about 1/10 milli-second. On the basis of this simplistic view, thermal neutron reactors would

•Note added in publication: "The 'k' used here is 'k & in the usual reactor
physics notation. For simplicity, the neutron leak-
age has been included in 'P ".

• • PWR - Pressurized (light) Water Reactor.



require extremely precise control mechanisms which could move at high speeds, and the fast reactors
(which have a neutron lifetime of about 1/3 microsecond) would require an incredible control device.
Fortunately, however, this is not the whole story.

Not all neutrons produced by fission appear at the instant of fission. About 3/4% of them come from
the radioactive decay of some of the fission products whose lifetimes range from a fraction of a second up
to nearly a minute,

TABLE I

DELAYED NEUTRON GROUPS

Half Life

(s)

55.6

22.0

4.51

1.52

0.43

0.05

Neutron Yield

(%)

0.026

0.166

0.213

0.241

0.084

0.025

Total 0.755

Table 1 shows the yields of these delayed neutrons and their lifetimes in the fission of U-235. For
departures from criticality no greater, percentagewise, than the yield of the delayed neutrons, the effective
lifetime of a neutron in the reactor is governed, not by the time from birth to death of the prompt fission
neutrons, but mainly by the lifetime of these delayed neutron emitters. The following approximate
equation shows why this is so.

Beff ~ e prompt+ ^ K delayed
tfY~*

c prompt (C

0 ~ 0.007

8 delaved ~

• io

A N D U )

14s

1 0

"" 1(

For small departures from criticality the effective lifetime of a neutron in a reactor is approximately
equal to the lifetime of the prompt neutrons, plus the lifetime of the delayed neutions multiplied by "0"
the fraction of the neutrons that is delayed. Using the approximate values 0 = 3/4% and a mean lifetime of
delayed neutron emitters of about 14 seconds, we find that the effective lifetime is about 1/10 second. We
note also that the lifetime of the prompt neutrons in the reactor has a negligible effect on the result
whetheri tbeKr.VlO^orlO"6 .

Returning to the equation for the exponential divergence of a reactor,

Keff



and realizing that this effective lifetime of 1/10 s holds only for departures from criticallty within a few
tenths of a percent, we see that the control of the reactor becomes a much simpler problem. For example,
for a 1/10% departure from critieality, the reactor period becomes 100 s. This is hiucti more thai> adequate
for a servo-control system to detect departure from criticaHly and move the necessary eotntrol elements to
restore steady power operation before any serious departure from the set value. By taking great care in the
reactor design that no single control element or operational or even fault - meeharasm can add mote
than the few tenths of a percent of reactivity to the system we ensure that the reactor is indeed a very
docile beast not given to the dramatic runaways frequently envisaged by critics. But nre we completely
dependent on these s.ervo-conuol systems to maintain out reactor in steady operation? The answer is "not
necessarily", since there ar; a number of stabilizing mechanisms that can be built into tin; reactor by proper
design.

The inherent stability of a reactor can best be described in terms of its "power coefficient of reactivity",
but this coefficient has several components and their inter-relations are complex. Small changes in reactor
power will, in general, change the reactivity slightly. If this change is negative, that is. in the opposite sense
to the power change, the reactor will be self-stabilizing. !f the change is positive, the reactor will tend to be
unstable, but this does not necessarily mean that the reactor is difficult to control since the time clement
also plays a part, and this may prove a mitigating factor.

TABLE II

POWER COEFFICIENT OF REACTIVITY COMPONENTS

Component Time Constant

Moderator Temperature Coefficient long

Coolant Temperature Coefficient short

Coolant Void Coefficient short

Fuel Temperature Coefficient short

Table II shows the major components of the overall power coefficient. I shall discuss these in detail as a
means of illustrating some reactor design prpblerns.1 r

The first one, the moderator temperature coefficient^ is not very Iriiportant, but is worth discussing since
it provides the basis for understanding the next two coefficients. The bisic physical principle is that an
increase in power will increase the power input to the moderator whose temperature will rise and the
moderator will expand. If the reactor is designed to have a fixed moderator volume, this means that some
moderator will be foiced out of the reactor core and the reactor will be less moderated than previously.

Figure 2 shows the variation of reactivity with the mass of moderator for a given type of fuel rod. The
form of this curve derives from the interaction of many different effects in the reactor lattice - indeed, the
variation of each of the factors in our four-factor formula plays a part. However we shall consider only the
effect of the shape of this curve on reactor design and operation.

The best reactor from a physical point of view would be one with the optimum moderation as shown by
this curve. However, there are practical reasons for wishing to depart to one side or other of the optimum.

One can see that the moderator temperature coefficient will be negative if the reactor is designed to be
slightly undermodetated since the mass of moderator in the reaclor falls as the moderator swells with the
pow?r increase, leading to a decreased reactivity. The amount of »his reduction will depend on the distance
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Figure 2 - React;, ;iy vs Mass of Moderator

of the operating point from the flat topped maximum. However the critical size of the reactor will increase
as the design departs f?om the maximum reactivity and this leads to a more expensive reactor. Also less
energy can be extracted from a given amount of fuel wlu'ch leaUs to increased fuelling costs. Designers must
therefore seek a balance between increased costs, and the degree of reactor stability. You will have noied
trial.I characterized the time,constant for the moderator coefficient as "long" since there is a large bulk of
moderator that must be heated up. In fact, in the CANDU systems the reactor moderator has a separate
cooling circuit so that the moderator gan be maintained al a constant temperature. Thus this coefficient is
not very important in the short-term control of the reactor.

The next two coefficients - the "coolant temperature coefficient", and the "coolant void coefficient" -
operate on much the same principle as the moderator coefficient since the coolant passing through the fuel
channel also acts as moderator. Though there is not much coolant compared to the bulk moderator, it is in
a region of the lattice whcie :>s effect on the neutron spectrum is much greater than average. Coolant in
intimate^ contact with1 the hot fUel heats very rapidly, as indeed it must, since it is only in the reactor for
about i"i sbcofhd. Triiis"thetime constants associated witiv the coolant are short.

'In areactor such;asPickering where the primary coolant is maintained in the liquid state at all times the
coolant coefficient isnoti large; however, in the Bruce reactors and subsequent CANDU's as now designed,
some boiling in the channels is allowed. In this base srnall changes in power can affect the amount of steam
present in the fuel channels. Under these; circumstances much' larger changes in average coolant density are
effected by slight changes in power generated by the reactor so that the "coolant void coefficient", as it is
called - «ince steam is essentially a void - can be more important: There are other components that
contribute to the overall "coefficient of coolant density" change, as we might call the sum of these two
coefficients, but I shall not discuss these in detail. The important point is tha* the reactor designer, by
changing the lattice- spacing, or. the amount of coolant in the channel, by rearranging the pins in the fuel
bundle,,and bv varying temperature and pressure conditions, has a certain amount of control over the
magnitude and sense of the overall effect. , .

The final and very important component of the power coefficient of reactivity is the fuel temperature
coefficient. Again, let us look into ths basic physics of its operation. (See Figure 3.)

The'bottom half'of the'figure shows the neutron capture cross section for U-238, the non-fissile
component of uranium, over the range of neutron energy of interest for a thermal neutron reactor. The top



COMPETING URANIUM CROSS SECTIONS

Figure 3 - Competing Uranium Cross Sections

half shows the fission cross section for U-235 over the same energy range. (Note that the decade intervals
for the fission cross section vertical scale are almost three times larger than for the capture cross section.)

In a critical reactor a balance has been schieved between the capture of neutrons in U-238 to produce
Pu-239 and the capture of neutrons in U-23S to produce fission and thus maintain the chain reaction. If
something should occur that upsets this balance, the multiplication constant will vary from the critical
value of exactly 1. This, in fact; is what happens in the case of the fuel temperature coefficient. Should the
reactor power rise, the fuel rods themselves will be the first reacto; component to heat up. The increased
thermal energy of the U-238 molecules leads to a Doppler effect broadening of the very high and very sharp
resonance peaks in the U-238 neutron capture cross section close to the thermal energy region. These rise
above the general background level of neutron capture by n factor of about 10,000. At normal
temperatures these have a large measure of "resonance self shielding" which means that the U-238 capture
cross section is more than sufficient to capture all neutrons within a very narrow energy band. The effect of
Doppler broadening of these resonances is to increase the width of the energy band within which all
neutrons wili be captured. This reduction in sslf-shielding with temperature rise is much less for the
resonances in the fission cross section of the U-235 which rise only a factor of 10 to 100 above the general
level. The result is that the balance of neutron capture is swung in favour of U-238, the multiplication
constant falls below 1, and the reactor tends to shut down. Thus this component of the power coefficient of
reactivity is inherently negative, and has a short time constant. This is important fcr both the control and
safety of thermal reactors. The reactor designer can influence this coefficient to a very limited extent •- but
its sense will remain in the stabilizing direction.

The net result of these four components is, as mentioned previously, a complex power coefficient of
reactivity at least one component of which is inherently stabilizing on a short time scale. While some of the
slower components may be destabilizing, they are amenable to design changes to ameliorate! the situation
and may be counteracted, if necessary, by electromechanical control deviceŝ

There are several mechanisms that add to or subtract from the pile reactivity in the very much longer
term. These must be countered by a variety of control mechanisms which may operate much more slowly
than the main control system, but must have a broader range of reactivity control. Some of these are listed
in Table III below.



TABLE III

LONG-TERM REACTIVITY EFFECTS

Effect Control Mechanism

1. U-235Burnup
Fission Product Build-up

Pu-239 Build-up

2. Xenon-135 Poison

(Equilibrium)

3. Xenon-135 Poison

(Delayed)

4. Spatial Oscillations

Refuelling
(Boron in Moderator)

Normal Control

System (Boron in

Moderator)

Booster Rods (U-235)

Absorber Rods (Co)

Zone Control System

The first item includes the three major components of reactivity change due to the fuel burning up. The
principal component of this effect is obviously the burnup of the U-235 in the fission process; however for
each atom of U-235 fissioned, two fission product atoms appear in the fuel so that as the U-235 burns out,
the fission products build up. Some of these fission products have a high cross section for the capture of
neutrons so that both aspects of the burnup process cause reactivity decrease. Fortunately, however, the
Pu-239, which is produced by neutron capture in U-238, is a fissile material and this, in some measure.
compensates for the burnup of U-235.

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000; 6000 7000 8000

IRRADIATION (MWD/TONNE)

Figure 4 - Reactivity vs Burnup

Figure 4 shows the variation of reactivity in a natural uranium reactor with burnup and you will see the
initial effect is a slight rise in reactivity due to the build-up of Pu-239 Mowed by an eventual decrease of
reactivity due to U-235 burnup, fission product build-up, and, of course,,the subsequent burnup of the
Pu-239. At first sight this rise in reactivity would seem to indicate thai more Pu-239 is produced than



1-2.55 burned, but this is not the case only about O.S atom of Pu-239 is produced pet atom of U-2J5
butnt up. The reason for the rise is that the plutonium has a higher cross section for fission than the U-235
and initially this leads to a slightly increased reactivity. When the reactivity of the fuel decreases to the
point where it is 100 much of a drain on the reactor's neutron economy, the fuel must be removed and
replaced with fresh fuel. Thus, as I have indicated, the contra! mechanism for the first long-term reactivity
effect is refuciiing of the reactor.

In the Canadian reactors, refuelling is done on a continuous basis so that the reactor characteristics do
m» change once equilibrium fuel burnup has been established.. However when a reactor is started up with a
total charge of fresh fuel its reactivity is much higher than in the equilibrium state. To overcome this it is
customary to poison the moderator with a small amount of boron^yhich is a highly neutron capturing
element. This can be progressively removed by an ion exchange process us equilibrium conditions are
reached.

The next long-term reactivity effect I have called "xen.qn.-l35 equilibrium poison", Xe-135 is a fission
product that accounts for the next three effects, and reactor designers would be happy tf it did not exist.
There is a rather high yield of this isotope in fission and the problem is that its cross section for thermal
neutron capture is of the order of three million barns as compared (o 1 to 100 barns for most other
elements. This makes it a serious reactor "poison". It has,a half life of 9.2 hours but because of its high
neutron capture cross section, its effective lifetime in the reactoris much less. The net resuU of the rather
complex manner in which Xe-135 is produced is that the Xe-135 poison rises slowly to an equilibrium value
in a reactor in about 40 hours, as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5 - Equilibrium Xe-135 Poison Effect

The amount of reactivity absorbed by this equilibrium Xe-135 poison is about l i % in the CANbU
reactor system, that is, about art order of magnitudegreater thanthe lew tenths of a percent reactivity
variation that we saw earlier was the desirable range for reactor control. Since this reactivity swing due to
equilibrium xenon poison occurs every time the reactor is started up after a prolonged shutdown the
normal control system must be capable of handling this reactivity variation. The control rods will handle
much of the variation but boron in the moderator is also required if the Xe-135 is allowed to decay
completely. Fortunately the time constant for this effect is of the order of hours, so that there is ho
possible situation in which Xe poison can suddenly add a large amount of reactivity to the reactor. However
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the mechanical control system elements to compensate for this effect must be subdivided so that each of
them controls r>o more than a few tenths of a percent of reactivity. Boron, of course, can only be removed
fairly slowly,

A much mow bizarre effect of the Xe-135 is the so-called "delayed" effect. This comes about because
most ai the Xe-!35 that ajjpsars in shs fbsior. products is not the direct result of the fission process bui
rather appears as the radioactive daughter of the 1-135 with a half-life of 6.7 hours, which in turn is the
daughter of the very short-lived Te-135 in the fission product decay chain shown below.

T«13J

MASS 135 DECAY CHAIN

6.7h , X « l 3 l _ _ a 2 h _ c«135 2x10%, ( S t a b l e ,

For purposes of understanding the delayed Xe-13S effect we need consider only the iodine and the
xenon. Since the iodine cross section for neutron capture is very much smaller than the Xe-135 cross
section, the ratio of xenon to iodine in the operating reactor is much below what it would be in vhe absence
of the neutron flux. This has a dramatic consequence when the reactor is shut down. Figure 6 shows the
Xe-135 poison contribution to negative reactivity - or absorptivity - as a reactor is started up to full
power at time zero. Equilibrium xenon poison is established in about 40 hours. If the reactor is tY n shut
down, the xenon poison is no longer being burnt out, but the decaying 1-135 is still producing the xenon
daughter product at the same rate. The Xe-135 effect rises toward the normal equilibrium value which may
be several limes greater than in the operating reactor. Eventually the curve turns over as both the iodine .?nd
xenon decay but it is about 40 hours before the xenon poison effect has dropped to the equilibrium
operating level once again.

Ideally the operator should have enough extra reactivity at his command in some form of control
mechanism to counteract this delayed xenon poison so that he can start up the reactor at any time after a
shutdown, but this may not be economically practical. In CANDU reactors this extra reactivity is obtained
by inserting "booster" rods of enriched uranium or in some cases removing absorber rods containing cobalt

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

Figure 6 - Delayed Xe-135 Poison Effect
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Figure 7 - Delayed Xe-135 Effect for Partial
Shutdown

which is an effective neutron absorber. In either case the amounv of extra reactivity available by this special
mechanism is only sufficient to allow the reactor to be started up within half an hour or so of'shutdown. If,
for some reason, this cannot be achieved - for example, if the shutdown is due to some fault that cannot
be cleared within a half-hour - the reactor is said to be "poisoned out" for a period of a day and a half.

The reactor does not have to be completely shut down for this delayed xenon poison effect to occur.
Any sudden decrease in operating power will result in a delayed xenon poison "bump". The greater the
power decrease the greater the bump, as shown in Figure 7. This can be counteracted to some extent by the
booster or absorber rods and the normal control system but it does result in a limitation on how well the
reactors can follow the power demand.
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Figuie 8 - Iiiftjali Effect of Tfliix Pertuifcatton :
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As if these two effects were not enough there is still a third effect due to the Xe-135 poison. Even in a
reactor that is operating at more or less steady power, the delayed Xe-135 poison effect acts to produce
spatial instabilities in the neutron flux in the reactor. This effect, illustrated dkgrammatically in Figure 8,
may be simply explained as follows: if the neutron flux in one position of the reactor is suddenly
dsptssssd, s y by Use action of a centra! & sfesorbor rod, the Xe-! 35 equiUbr ;um poison in this region wi!!
no longer be burnt out at the normal rate. The delayed xenon poison ctTect will immediately introduce
more xenon in this region with a consequent further lowering of the flux, and so on, until a large flux
depression is created, At the same time the servo-control system in attempting to maintain a steady power
will remove control rods wish the final result that at an image point opposite to where the flux depression
lakes place, a corresponding flux peaking occurs due to the fact Chat the xenon poison is not up to
equilibrium value for the new higher flux level called for.

There arc natural limits to how far this flux tilt can go and, in fact, the whole reactor flux will oscillate
with periods of the order of the total period of the xenon/iodine combination - that is. many hours.

T
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Figure 9 - Azirouthal Flux OsciJJation Figure 10 - Important Spatial Harmonics in a
Cylindrical Reactor

In more mathematical terms the neutron flux shape in a cylindrical reactor is described in terms of
cosine functions azimuthally and axially, and fiessel functions radially. Spatial oscillations of the neutron
flux can take place according to the harmonics of these functions in the azimuthal, axial and radial
directions. The most important of these are shown schematically in Figure 10.

To counteract these spatial harmonics a separate zonal control system is required with both neutron
detectors and control mechanisms strategically located throughout the reactoi core so that any departure
from the desired flux shape can be detected and counteracted before a full-fledged oscillation can set it. In
the Pickering reactors, for example, there are 14 zonal control rods which make it possible to suppress the
first and second azimuthal modes, the first radial mode, and the first axial mode. The higher order modes
are progressively more difficult to excite and need no special mechanism to control.

Unfortunately time does not permit discussion of the many other aspects of reactor physics - reactor
dynamics, burnup physics, fuel management, zonal control theory, to name a few, I hope, however that I
have given you a sufficient glimpse of some of the problems in reactor design and operation that, when .the
time comes to decide whether to introduce nuclear power into your particular area, you will use your

.influence to add .<> reactor scientist t s the.committc* ^f-poiiticuns, students, clergyRtsrs,-hQwewi«s.
biologists and lawyers that is usually formed to pronounce on thf-se matters.
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